
 
 

 
 

 

 

MEMO 

 
 

To   Key Stakeholders 
From   QTF CEO - Jamie O’Connor 
Date   9 February 2016 
Subject   Elite 8s Rebranding 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
Queensland Touch Football, in conjunction with both the South Queensland Border Districts and South West 
Queensland regions, will be joining the Gold Coast Titans this afternoon to announce a partnership that will 
see the two sports work alongside each other in an unprecedented fashion. 
 
At the core of the agreement is the rebranding of our Elite 8s teams and their subsequent alignment to the 
NRL club. This will take immediate effect and will be the feature piece for today’s announcement. 
 
While the announcement will focus specifically on an agreement reached with the Titans we will take advantage 
of the occasion and announce the rebrand of all three Elite 8 permits. 
 
As such the Stingrays will become the Titans, the Chiefs will become the Broncos and the Outlaws will now 
be known as the Cowboys. 
 
We have undertaken preliminary discussions with both the Cowboys and Broncos NRL clubs which allows for 
the immediate Elite 8s rebranding and I am confident that we can build on those discussions in the coming 
months to ensure greater alignment for all regions, affiliates and participants.  
 
I am confident that the relationship established with the Titans will surpass any other NRL club alignment and 
can become the template by which other alignments are formed. If nothing else, it will be the basis of our 
conversations for the rest of Queensland. 
 
That all said, the agreement is far deeper than simply the rebranding of our Elite teams. It also features: 
 

 The renaming of the Tri-Series to the Titans Tri-Series which will now incorporate the SWQ Swans 
Junior Cup; 
 

 Each player from SQBD and SWQ regions competing in the Titans Tri-Series will become an automatic 
member of the Gold Coast Titans; 

 

 Developing coaches from both SQBD and SWQ will be invited to attend a high performance 
conference with the Titans NRL coaching and high performance staff; 

 

 The Elite 8s teams will utilise the facilities at Parkwood International, the new home of the Titans; 
 

 Both Swans and Sharks junior representative teams will compete at the Titans Touch Day in 
preparation for the Queensland Junior State Championships; 

 

 Ashley Taylor and Kane Elgey will be appointed as Titans Touch Football ambassadors and will assist 
in the development of junior participation; 

 

 The Titans and QTF will work together to develop the Titans Cup, a pre-season cash tournament 
based on the Gold Coast; 

 

 
 
 

http://www.qldtouch.com.au/
http://www.infernosports.com.au/
http://www.nprsr.qld.gov.au/


 
 

 
 

 
 

 Titans TV and Titans social media channels will cover touch football and relevant Titans touch football 
content;  

 

 The respective Titans Elite 8s players of the year will be crowned alongside Titans NRL and NYC 
players at the club’s end of season gala dinner; and  

 

 QTF will be invited to promote the sport and its participation through activations on Titans game days 
and various corporate events held by the Gold Coast Titans. 

 
The announcement is scheduled for 4pm this afternoon. As such, the information included in this Memo shall 
be embargoed until the conclusion of the announcement. Liam Hehir, QTF Marketing Communications 
Manager will lead the communication process in conjunction with the Gold Coast Titans media team. 
 
If you have any questions or would like clarification on any information contained in this memo feel free to 
contact me. 
 
 
ENDS 
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